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Abstract: The growing trend in electrical vehicle (EV) deployment has transformed independent
power network and transportation network studies into highly congested interdependent network
performance evaluations assessing their impact on power and transportation systems. Electrified
transportation is highly capable of intensifying the interdependent correlations across charging service,
transportation, and power networks. However, the evaluation of the complex coupled relationship
across charging services, transportation, and power networks poses several challenges, including
an impact on charging scheduling, traffic congestion, charging loads on the power grid, and high
costs. Therefore, this article presents comparative survey analytics of large-scale EV integration’s
impact on charging service network scheduling, transportation networks, and power networks.
Moreover, price mechanism strategies to determine the charging fares, minimize investment profits,
diminish traffic congestion, and reduce power distribution constraints under the influence of various
factors were carried out. Additionally, the survey analysis stipulates the interdependent network
performance index, ascertaining travel distance, route selection, long-term and short-term planning,
and different infrastructure strategies. Finally, the limitations of the proposed study, potential research
trends, and critical technologies are demonstrated for future inquiries.

Keywords: electrified transportation; charging service networks; load forecasting; route selection;
interdependent network infrastructure; challenges; future research

1. Introduction

Electrical vehicles (EVs) are widely considered the most promising source of distributed energy in
developed countries due to an increasing trend in climate change, with economic and political concerns.
There were more than five million fleet EVs in 2018, which are expected to represent 57% of global car
sales by 2040 [1]. Therefore, governments and private organizations around the world are intensively
exploring to reduce greenhouse emissions from their operations with a robust initiative to expand the
electric vehicle market and release market incentives to achieve their goals [2]. The prevalence of electric
vehicles is due to their exceptional advantages over traditional vehicles: they are environmentally
friendly, meet individual travel demands, and support vehicle-to-grid (V2G) programs as distributed
load mobility in transportation networks. With the improvement in battery technology, the driving
range of EV models has been significantly improved, where the standard EV models have a variety
of 100–250 km, and some models can reach 300–500 km without charging or depletion of battery [3].
However, despite numerous advantages, the integration of highly congested interdependent networks
may introduce several new challenges to electrified transportation from charging scheduling, traffic
flow, charging load on power network, and cost perspectives. The deployment on the large scale of
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EVs leads to an increase in power transportation network constraints [4]. The peak congestions hours
increase overall social costs and reduce operational efficiency in urban areas. According to economist
reports, the hidden congestion costs in developed countries, such as the United States, the United
Kingdom, and Germany, are about USD $1000 per year, where the total costs were about USD $461
billion last year [5]. The growing trend of EV deployments in various regions is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Global EV deployments 2013–2018 [Data from: International Energy Agency 2019].

The development of electric vehicles is influenced by many factors, such as economy, environment,
policies, technology, and infrastructure construction. The planning process of charging service
networks not only needs to analyze the characteristics of electric vehicles, such as battery charging
requirements and the cruising range of electric vehicles, but also should consider the collaborative
objectives and limitations of the distribution network and transportation network, such as distribution
network capacity and safety constraints, and urban transportation system. A large amount of charging
load is connected to the distribution network, which significantly influences the urban load shape
compared with the traditional power grid, and also affects the transportation network. To promote the
development of electric vehicles and support the charging service network infrastructure, the proposed
survey demonstrates the cooperative coordination of interdependent networks across the charging
service network, power distribution network, and transportation network. Consequently, the objective
of the survey analysis can be summarized as follows:

(1) An extensive background study of power and transportation networks is provided to analyze
the optimal operation and planning of an EV charging network infrastructure, including a
performance index to predict the mobility of the vehicles and enhance the quality of service (QoS)
and price strategies under the influence of multiple factors.

(2) Technical strategies for interdependent relationships across the charging service, transportation,
and power networks were determined to devise charging load scheduling and traffic congestion
constraints and to analyze driving range extension and power load constraints.

(3) Several potential research directions are highlighted that can add significant benefits to investigate
interdependent charging service, power distribution, and transportation network expansion.

Based on the factors mentioned above, the study presents in-depth insights into interdependent
networks that have not yet been adequately analyzed. Charging load forecasting, scale derivation,
and customer comfort should be considered to evaluate the impact of purchasing decision behavior
and travel behavior on the charging load. Additionally, there are complex coupling relationships
among various factors that define the distribution of the charging load mobility. The EV is linked
to the distribution network during charging in the form of a charging load. The uncertainty in the
moving charging loads significantly alters the operating characteristics of the distribution network,
resulting in a significant peak-to-valley difference in the distribution network. In the distribution
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network, considering the impact of the moving loads’ distribution uncertainty in the charging load on
the charging service prices is inevitable. The traffic network also fails to consider the impact of traffic
flow, traffic network structure, route selection, and robust traffic management strategies. The charging
service network’s element and cluster characteristics are the key factors for the planning and operation
of the charging service network. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct an in-depth study on scale
estimation and charging load prediction methods for electric vehicle clusters and improve quality
of service if the charging demand is more than the charging station capacity under the influence of
various factors.

The rest structure of the paper is generally distributed into categorical perspectives depicted in
Figure 2. In Section 2, the operation and planning of the EV charging service network are established.
The proposed study explicitly analyzed the EV charging schedule and allocation of charging stations to
predict vehicle mobility, load management, and charging service price methods under the influence of
multiple factors. Then, the different transportation network modeling approaches, driving range and
traffic flow equilibrium constraints determining the shortest path, long-term and short-term planning,
and their comparisons are highlighted in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the interdependent network
technical challenges and their possible solutions to alleviate the system constraints. Section 5 provides
some discussion and potential research directions for the further development of three-way networks.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the proposed study.
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2. Charging Service Networks’ Planning and Operation

Interdependent network integration studies are a growing trend in electricity trading, which allows
EV participants to purchase low-cost electricity from the grid and, during peak demand, sell it back
to the grid. The applied linear programming model is introduced in [6] to maximize the energy
available to all electric vehicles and determine the network constraints. Nevertheless, EV users are not
considered adequately in the problem formulation. A decentralized coordinated charging method is
developed to minimize the EVs costs in response to real-time electricity prices, and an aggregator is
used to maximize profit and manage system security [7]. A similar problem is formulated by using
a robust optimization approach [8], where the benefits of the aggregator in the worst-case market
price situation are maximized. Reference [9] proposed siting and sizing of parking lots, where the
distance between the parking lot and the EV allocation is examined to reduce the EV cost and maximize
the profitability of the distribution system operator. The charging service network is generally a
complicated network comprised of charging stations, charging piles, and different scales of charging
machines, considering charging infrastructures and integrating multiple systems, such as distribution
networks, transportation networks, and data network infrastructure. The main factors in EV charging
services’ network infrastructure operation modes are presented in Figure 3.

At the operational level, the service network can participate in the real-time scheduling of the grid
to provide peaking and frequency modulation backup services. Additionally, it can consider investment
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cost improvement and revenue to determine reasonable charging service rates, and further participate
in the power market to compete with other entities. A comprehensive planning framework for the
optimal location and sizing of EV charging stations in an urban area is studied in [10]. The charging
demands are investigated by a forecasting method; however, the effect of traffic flow on EV charging
demand is underrated. The interaction between parking lot investors and distribution system operators
is presented in [11]. The investor parking lots select candidate buses to maximize their profits,
and distribution system operators resolve the network losses. The relevant approaches for parking lot
allocation constraints are suggested, where ancillary services such as uncertain electricity prices and
time-varying profits are investigated [12,13].
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At present, research on the planning and operation of charging service networks mainly
focuses on the planning of individual charging and distribution networks. The planning and
operation of the charging service network with coupled power distribution and transportation
networks also requires dynamic adaptive updates. The time series mechanism and the correlation
degree analysis method can be utilized for effective collaborative planning of the interdependent
networks. Regarding the multi-network coupling state, the literature [14] introduced a multi-objective
collaborative planning method based on vehicle–road-network coupling. The traffic network
origin–destination matrix is employed to determine the trajectory data and traffic flows. The literature
above individually considers the coupling-related characteristics of the charging service network,
distribution network, and transportation network. However, three-network collaborative planning
and operation mechanisms have not been analyzed adequately in the existing literature.

In practice, the charging station allocation difficulties are often two-stage decisions, due to
uncertainty in size, while the second-stage decisions happen after uncertain demand response in
the system. In the first stage, the location and sizing of charging infrastructure are established
to determine the uncertainties in the system. In contrast, the second stage takes place to identify
possible infeasibilities in the system. The proposed scenario analyzes the complex constraints, typically
calculation of a proposed expansion plan concerning worst-case uncertainties, and optimal power
flow is determined. The second scenario can transport information back until an ideal solution is
accomplished. Based on the proposed method, multistage stochastic planning is portrayed in Figure 4.
The constraints combine the market power of an aggregator formulated as a bilevel optimization
suggested in [15], where the electricity price is confined by binary variables of the lower-level
market-clearing constraints. At present, various power electronics converter topologies of DC fast
charger mechanisms for EV fast-charging stations have been developed to determine the charging
stations’ loads, traffic congestion and travel behavior constraints, and investment costs, and to improve
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system reliability [16–21]. EV charging scheduling constraints are optimized through a decentralized
algorithm that can strongly determine the load profile and real-time implementation [22]. A detailed
review of different charging schemes and their infrastructures is envisioned in [23].Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 24 
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2.1. Electrical Vehicles Charging Load Forecasting Evaluation

Charging load forecasting is one of the significant concerns of power system operation and
is crucial to effective scheduling for economic dispatch at different timescales. Various electric
vehicle charging studies consider only a few factors to determine a traffic flow prediction model,
which may result in reduced flexibility and prediction accuracy. Therefore, to promote electric vehicle
development and support charging network infrastructure, it is necessary to study the interaction
and coupling relationship between interdependent networks. There are several approaches to predict
mileage, which involve many factors that influence mileage predictions, but existing research cannot
jointly consider accuracy and versatility. The impact analysis of electric vehicle charging load on the
distribution network in the daily parking lot is presented in [24], where a decentralized algorithm is
recommended to optimize the electric vehicle charging schedule. A real-time method is introduced to
estimate the continuous driving distance while considering the driving behavior and the route. The trip
chain concept has also been widely applied in travel demand forecasting [25] to a time-ordered trip
sequence containing locations and route selection [26]. An overview of the electrical vehicle charging
management network is shown in Figure 5.
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An EV charging load control strategy [27] for dispatching considerable moving loads is proposed to
enhance the operating efficiency and reduce renewable energy source curtailments. The advancement
of the Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud-based smart city technology deployments have enabled
tracing of the EV traffic flow and congestion area information in a cloud server and the optimization of
the entire process. A cloud computing real-time routing method for EV mobility compared on-road
trip time, portrayed in [28]. The stochastic convex optimization method is practiced to minimize
the average overall trip time for all customers relative to their actual trip time without in-route
charging. Recently, stochastic EV charging navigation and charging fares studies have drawn some
attention [29,30], to improve navigation accuracy and charging costs. EV charging routing navigation
day-ahead scheduling constraints are optimized with a simplified charge-control (SCC) algorithm.
An improved destination selection model is introduced in [31] to stimulate the EV operation system
and determine the optimal charging station size based on charging demand prediction using real-time
Beijing data. However, most studies have failed to manage random data and rely on statistical data to
verify the effectiveness of the study.

In addition, a charging navigation architecture integrating grid information and traffic information
load distribution on each fast-charging station is envisioned in [32]. The study simulates the dynamic
driving process of EVs and specifies suitable charging stations for vehicles with low charge levels.
On the other hand, a probabilistic model is proposed to simulate the spatial–temporal dynamics of
large-scale EV moving loads based on a random trip chain and Markov decision process (MDP) to
determine time-varying impact and space positioning [33]. A “vehicle–road–grid network” and power
network nodes are mapped by the OD matrix to predict the grid charging load distribution and the
traffic network flow status, presented in [34]. The reference [35] discussed the location and capacity of
charging stations through the analysis of fast charging demand hotspots based on data on highway flow
and vehicle travel mode. Besides, GIS-based probabilistic models employed to determine the charging
load, trip-chain-related travel parameters with the integration of distributed generation, and the
cost of electricity have been analyzed under uncontrolled and controlled charging scenarios [36,37].
This study confirmed that the probabilistic model is accurate in replicating observed travel patterns
and suggested the model could further be utilized to predict the EV charging load for various regions.
GIS distribution models based on an online ride-hailing trip approach for determining EV charging
demand forecasting, traffic planning, and operation are also suggested to distinguish between regions
charging demand and load transfer, and are intensively studied [38,39]. Nevertheless, most of the
previous studies considered the EV load characteristics of EVs, but most of them neglected the mobility
of loads, which is susceptible to traffic factors during traffic flow. Consequently, EV charging prediction
considering spatial–temporal randomness with random data is still young.

In the present, different from traditional methods, experts have begun deploying various intelligent
load forecasting approaches involving the Internet of Things (IoT) and big data to manage electric
vehicles’ smartness and complex decision-making and minimize system constraints [40]. The load
prediction problem is a particular time series problem, which has a substantial similarity to natural
language processing, and the deep learning method will make it possible to contribute effectively.
More reliable predictions for such new types of loads may make a significant contribution to power
system operators due to economic and security concerns, which require more robust mechanisms to
resolve system constraints. However, the characteristics of new players, such as approaches considering
more than one source power grid and renewable energy resources based on demand, have produced
more complicated features and higher uncertainties, which challenge traditional approaches. Robust
adaptive learning and generalization capabilities, artificial neural networks (ANN), and machine
learning have become most effective in delivering load forecasting tasks [41]. The foundation of
artificial intelligence and deep-learning-based design algorithms to minimize cost and avoid traffic
congestion challenges by effective EV routing, charging point selection and integration of EVs into
the smart grid are addressed in [42,43]. A new driving-based gradient-boosting decision tree (GBDT)
traffic range prediction method has been investigated through machine learning for a large number
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of feature data [44], to improve accuracy, battery status, and the traffic environment considering the
real-world scenario. Besides, charging load operation prediction and operation data from the traffic
side, employing a bottom-up analysis method with big data, are portrayed in [45]. However, this study
only considers an architectural assumption rather than theoretical measurements.

Moreover, reference [46] proposed a machine learning EV driving accuracy prediction model,
where the gradient-enhanced decision tree algorithm is applied to correctly predict the EV driving range
and the driver’s convenience. A deep learning method for predicting the charging load of short-term
random electric vehicles is introduced to investigate fine-tuning and appropriate hyperparameters [47].
The proposed method can effectively reduce the prediction error, but the load forecasting features
evaluation with random data required further analysis. An agent-based optimal routing decision
making method for a PEV distributed model for interdependent networks is suggested in [48]. However,
most of the load prediction approaches rarely consider the influence of traffic network characteristics,
such as traffic congestion, on the spatial–temporal distribution of the charging load.

2.2. Charging Services Network Price Mechanism Analysis

Without proper deployments of demand response (DR), EV charging designs could create
severe problems for distribution networks and minimize the environmental benefits of transportation
electrification. Therefore, the charging service network can effectively realize the recovery and
profitability of charging infrastructure construction and operation costs through the robust operation
of the charging business and related services. In this section, an analysis of the main operating modes
and price mechanism strategies of the charging service network are summarized.

The operating mode of the charging service network profitably provides energy supply for
electric vehicles, and the central part of the charging business is the formulation of the charging price.
The actual charging price of an electric vehicle is the sum of the charging price and the charging service
fee, where the charging service fee is an additional fee charged by the charging service network to
recover the investment cost and realize the operating profits. At present, the literature has few factors
to contemplate when formulating charging service fees, and no uniform standards have been formed.
In the context of the coupled networks, it is necessary to consider various factors to obtain the reasonable
formulation of charging service fees. Against the background of three-way networks, the reasonable
charging service fee strategy fails to consider the dual effects of traffic network congestion mitigation
and the transition characteristics of the distribution network load to achieve a matching degree of
traffic load, distribution network power capacity, and reliability. According to the influencing factors
of quantitative analysis, the relationships between equipment utilization, transportation convenience,
clean energy usage, uncertain oil price, charging service cost, and other factors are deeply analyzed to
construct a causal relationship between multi-dimensional and complex components. Charging price
mechanisms and critical factors influencing them are exhibited in Figure 6.
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The exploitation of V2G enabled ancillary services to support power system operations;
EV involvement in the ramping market and additional frequency regulations are addressed in [49,50].
A virtual battery model was established in [51] to analyze EV fleet charging and discharging behavior,
and the model simulates various driving patterns and wind power uncertainties. Furthermore,
a real-time energy management solution for grid-connected charging parks is designed in [52],
which functions to shift peak demand and alleviate the adverse effects of EV charging on the grid.
A temperature-based smart charging method is suggested as a power generation plan for traditional
units in [53]. Reference [54] examines the integration requirements, economic benefits, technical
challenges, and charging strategies of the V2G interface, and analyzes its grid impact. An EV-based
emergency power supply strategy for power system isolation, considering EVs’ energy storage systems,
vehicle-to-home (V2H) and vehicle-to-grid (V2G) scenarios and autonomous driving capability was
analyzed in [55], where the genetic algorithm relaxed complex optimization constraints. Besides, several
hierarchical V2G control strategies have been presented where uncertain scheduling is employed to
track the automation frequency control and the state of charge (SoC) status, to reduce the operation
costs of EV fleets and maximize ancillary services profit without any prior information on system
uncertainties [56–59]. Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) energy offline and online scheduling of EV charging has
been presented [60] to lessen the charging cost and enhance renewable energy sources (RES) utilization.
EV charging management at peak load demand and V2G integration strategies are envisioned in [61].

The cost minimization and safe operation of EV battery swapping and charging strategies have
been examined by differential evaluation algorithms [62], K-means clustering [63], and park-and-charge
based approaches [64] to optimize system constraints. Wireless charging has also been introduced to
determine the mobility of vehicles, reduce long charging times, and reduce high travel costs [65,66].
An optimal pricing scheme is studied in [67] to coordinate the charging process of electric vehicles and
minimize the rate of service decline with the availability of alternating current (AC) and direct current
(DC) dual charging modes. The proposed method confirms that the DC charging station is more
accurate than the AC charging station. However, the cost of DC rechargeable battery life can affect the
utilization of DC charging stations and requires further attention. Besides, a spatially and temporally
based nodal impact assessment and the alleviation of moving EV loads in an integrated power and
traffic system is suggested in [68]. Nodal time-of-use (NTOU) price and road traffic congestion (RTC)
price methods are developed to shift the charging and movement of EV loads. A hierarchical game
approach is described in [69], where a charging pricing strategy for EV fast-charging stations (FCSs) is
established to determine the pricing scheme for the voltage control of electricity distribution networks.
Besides, an EV mobility double-layer optimization model was developed to optimize the charging
pricing scheme and minimize the total voltage magnitude deviation of distribution networks [70].
A fast-charging station demand-based optimal sizing solution has been established with a Markov
chain considering profit of charging service, waiting times, and fast charging station constraints and
economic benefits [71]. The costs of the EV station, distribution expansion, and a protection device
cost model are portrayed in [72].

A hierarchical mixed-variable differential evolution strategy is formulated for EV charging station
scheduling, considering factors such as charging station route construction, investment and total
time cost, charging expenses, and SoC level [73]. Non-convex optimal pricing and routing [74],
and online-based prior-free pricing [75] mechanisms are presented for the charging service network
(CSN), considering charging decision constraints, travelers’ routing preferences, and social welfare.
A novel scheduled pricing policy (SPP) is proposed during peak traffic periods to reduce charging
times and enhance profit margins for the fast-charging station operator [76]. In contrast, a dynamic
charging network plan is analyzed to optimize charging station locations, the capacity of chargers in
each station, and profit maximization with a large scale of EV penetration [77]. A charging pricing
mechanism considering EVs self-charging behaviors and the flattering load for the grid is portrayed
in [78], in a cooperative and non-cooperative scenario. A mixed-integer quadratic program (MIQP) has
been formulated considering EV mobility and pricing mechanism to capture the spatial transportation
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of energy [79]. A first-best congestion pricing approach is also presented in [80], to distinguish the price
spatially and reduce travel fares. This study revealed that a hybrid pricing scheme is effective unless it
compromises driver privacy. An EV charging schedule and pricing mechanisms are analyzed based
on reinforcement learning algorithms in [81]. Besides, a system dynamics real-time charge pricing
(RCP)-based mechanism for EVs, considering charging pricing, user response, benefit evaluation of all
stakeholders and charging stations’ lifecycle revenue has been presented to investigate the economic
and environmental constraints [82]. Some authors [83–91] have suggested game-theoretic methods to
determine EV charging scheduling, road traffic limitations and pricing mechanisms and impacts of the
coupled power network and transportation network. However, most of the literature above relies on
statistical data rather than considering the randomness of the analytic data.

Moreover, various RL-based approaches are suggested in the literature [92–96], in centralized
and decentralized form, for day-ahead scheduling and EV fleet ride-hailing services, to minimize
charging fares and waiting times. Fascinatingly, some studies have proposed Markov decision
processes (MDP) and constrained Markov decision processes (CMDP) under the deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) framework to determine the optimal strategies for EV charging and discharging
scheduling, energy management issues, and price mechanisms [97–105]. The proposed studies
demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach’s solution relative to conventional theoretical approaches
in terms of adaptivity and higher computation efficiency, without any prior knowledge of system
uncertainties. Besides, multi-agent deep reinforcement learning methods, such as software-defined
networking (SDN) communication and survey-based transfer learning, and energy management
approaches for electric vehicle charging stations are analyzed in [106–108]. Unlike traditional methods,
some advanced multi-agent approaches are presented for the cost minimization and optimization of
charging scheduling, including multi-objective multi-agent selfish–collaborative architecture (MASCO)
and hyperopia state action reward state action (SARSA)-based algorithms (HSA), considering the
randomness of EV data [109,110]. A multi-agent multi-objective optimizing model has been designed
to manage charging-demand-optimal charging station locations by considering the impact on travelers
and passengers, the coupled transportation network and power network, and electricity costs [111].
Furthermore, a vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) multi-agent-based EV charging and traffic management
approach, considering charging selection and reservations and trip duration mechanisms through a
vehicular ad hoc network (VANET), has been examined from a cost-minimizing perspective [112–115].
However, the proposed strategies ignore large-scale EV integration, and its impacts on the distribution
network, EV owner perspectives, and real-world scenarios could represent more complex data.
The charging service network introduces a new set of operating protocols to maximize the profitability
of the charging infrastructure. An online internet platform can be useful for shared charging,
flexible charging power control, charging navigation, charging status inquiry, charging reservations,
and non-inductive payment. A fee-based service network can be developed while enhancing customer
experience and satisfaction.

3. Transportation Network Traffic Assignments Problems Evaluation

The impact of EV charging on a distribution grid has been addressed in various studies, while the
effects of EV charging service networks on transportation networks have received insufficient attention.
Regarding increasing the share of EVs and enhancing traveler convenience, an appropriate charging
infrastructure needs to be established so that each vehicle can receive charging services on time
and within its driving range. Electrified transportation network research has begun to identify
the appropriate advanced analytical tools, focused on analysis and possibly traffic flow congestion
reduction. In 1952, Wardrop presented a scenario which manages a stable traffic flow pattern in a
congested transportation network, named user equilibrium (UE), where no traveler has the incentive
to change their route unilaterally.

The mathematical programming-based method for computing UEs originated in 1956,
when Beckmann proved that the Wardrop equilibrium condition is equivalent to the optimality
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condition in the strict convex traffic assignment problem (TAP) [116]. However, UEs are employed
for practical applications due to travelers’ selfish behavior. A comprehensive literature review of UE
research and an introduction to the basic theory is addressed in [117]. To overcome the non-convexity,
the most common function of the bureau of public roads (BPR) can be signified as follows [118]:

xa ta = t0
a

[
1 + 0.15

(
χa

ca

)4
]
,∀ a ε TR

A (1)

where xa ta indicates the function increasing by vehicle xa, t0
a is the free travel time, and capacity ca,

and a ε TR
A are a regular link without considering fast charging.

The Davidson function, based on the queueing theory, can be expressed as follows [119]:

xa ta = t0
a

[
1 + J

( xa

ca − xa

)]
, ∀ a ε TR

A (2)

where the charging link with an FCS is denoted a ε TR
A, and parameter J controls the shape of the

function. The smaller J is, the steeper xa ta approaches to infinity when xa tends to ca.
Since the length of the bypass link is very short, the travel time on a bypass link can be neglected:

ta xa = 0, ∀a ∈ TB
A (3)

In the UE pattern, the traffic flow common assumption is xa, always less than the capacity link ca;
i.e., xa ≥ca and the total travel time can be defined as Σa∈TAxa ta.

The travel time ta on the link a is equal to its free travel time t0
a when the traffic flow xa is below its

capacity ca; the travel time ta is equal to its free travel time plus a delay penalty λ∗a when xa reaches its
capacity ca [120]:

ta =

{
t = t0

a, xa < ca

t0
a + λ∗a, xa = ca

(4)

where λ∗a denotes a delay penalty for the link a which is equal to the value of the dual variable of
link capacity.

The travel behavior, route selection, and traffic flow phenomena are long-standing and critically
important topics in the area of smart cities. Early EV models were often limited by battery capacity and
required to charge more frequently than gasoline vehicles (GV), which affected route selection. The UE
model studied in [121] focused on the dependency of battery energy consumption and recharging
time on traffic flows. Reference [122] also developed a UE model with length constraints for EV paths,
which is further extended in [123]. A basic hybrid UE model with gasoline vehicles (GV) and electric
vehicles (EV) was studied in [124], and a robust algorithm was introduced to resolve the problems.
Based on the literature, reference [125] may be the first approach that conducted the equilibrium
problem across the power distribution and transportation network based on charging station planning
constraints, where direct current optimal power flow (DCOPF) is applied to determine the energy costs.
In recent years, research has drawn some attention to the system-level interaction between urban-scale
urban transportation networks and distribution networks [126]. In the proposed approach, travelers
do not have accurate information to alter their routes, and they may not be capable of selecting the
path to reach their destination independently. A multi-objective charging station planning model
is studied in [127] to balance the number of destinations and transportation energy. Nevertheless,
the detailed survey data may not accommodate other practical applications. A constrained fueling
position model is introduced to evaluate the mobility of EV, which identified the optimal location of the
transportation network charging station, and the EV charging demand was determined by considering
the traffic in the origin–destination (O-D) pair [10,128,129]. A smart charging management system
with a traffic assignment problem and alternating current-optimal power flow models is described
in [130], considering the charging demand and pricing mechanism to determine the EVs’ impact on
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coupled transportation and power networks. However, in practice, detailed traffic assignment models
describing traffic flow distributions analysis are neglected.

Vehicle Routing and Charging Operations Analysis

The vehicle routing and charging operation models were established based on the standard
version of location theory and an initial flow-capturing location model (FCLM) developed in 1990 [131]
to determine the retail facilities. The knowledge of traffic flow between origin–destination (O–D) pairs
facilities maximizes the captured flow. The flow refueling location models were designed in [132,133],
and an extended mathematical formulation for the capacitated flow refueling location model (CFRLM)
was established in [134]. Besides, a capacitated flow refueling location model through mixed-integer
programming has been suggested, considering coupled interactions among transportation and power
networks under driving range constraints [135]. The proposed method provides a realistic solution
for the coordinated planning of coupled traffic–electric networks. However, road capacity expansion,
total travel vehicle time, and traffic flow distribution are not considered in CFRLM.

A modified single O-D path with a driving range of R=100 km comprised four nodes A, B, C,
and D, respectively, illustrated in Figure 7. The majority of travelers prefer the nearest location and
avoid peak hours; therefore, assume that the travelers find the charging station at node A, which is
about 3–4 km away from their origin. The objective is to ensure the proper allocation of the charging
network to capture traveler demand for the long journey. The driver can completely charge the vehicle
at the charging station and can arrive at any point between nodes B and C, which indicates that there
must be a station on node B or C. The gap between nodes A and C should be less than the driving range
if the vehicle is sufficiently charged at the origin. If there is no charging station at C, the vehicle must
reach the last station D, the destination, with at least half charge remaining, which can be a preferable
choice for drivers, as they can do whatever they like, such as shopping, working, and so on, rather
than waiting for a long time during charging. Consequently, the higher the vehicle range is, the fewer
facilities are needed to cover the route.
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Several studies in this section were found in transportation network research. A general UE model
which combines the destination, route, and parking choices of gasoline vehicles and EVs and limited
driving range is portrayed in [136]. In addition, multi-objective long-term planning considering EV
charging stations is introduced in [137]. A stochastic type-of-trip model suggested considering EV
mobility, fuel consumption, and parking allocation to determine to charge load profiles and recharging
price sensitivity based on traveler behavior [138]. Additionally, the optimal deployment of charging
lanes under an energy-aware UE model is presented in [139]. According to the survey analysis,
only a small amount of work is contemplated in the collaborative planning of electric vehicle charging
stations, power networks, and transportation networks.

At present, various deep learning methods have drawn some attention to traffic flow
predictions [140]. The literature presents [141] a new multivariate structural time-series (MST)
model to predict traffic flow. The proposed study can effectively analyze the traffic flow status with
higher prediction accuracy. A typical deep-learning-based approach for traffic flow prediction is
suggested [142], where stacked autoencoders (SAEs) are built to learn generic traffic flow features with
K layers. The fundamentals of vehicle routing and stochastic shortest path uncertainty constraints on
travel time limitations are highlighted in [143], where Benders’ decomposition is utilized to find the most
optimal routing solution. The mixed-integer linear program (MILP) and quadratically constrained
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formulations are represented in [144,145] to reduce traffic congestions and traffic management
constraints effectively. Generally, the en-route charging flexibilities are more complicated to determine
than the charging at the parking lots, due to charging scheduling constraints and travel behaviors.
For instance, the charging event occurs when the car is parked at home or in the workplace. While in
en-route charging, the vehicles charging rely on the load demand, and the charging time is considered
as a time penalty. A heuristic approach is presented to extensively analyze the charging scheduling
inconveniences and distinguish the SoC level and charging flexibility at different location scenarios [146].
However, most traffic flow prediction studies neglect the analysis of the integrated limitations of
electrified transportation and power coupled networks.

4. Interdependent Networks Correlation Challenges and Applications

The charging service network supports electric vehicles as an energy source, and, further, has the
coupled characteristics of a distribution network and a transportation network. With the prompt
development of electric vehicles and their close ties to charging service networks, distribution networks
and transportation networks have unfolded into highly integrated systems with mutual coupling and
causal feedback.

4.1. Interdependent Networks Cooperative Planning and Operations Analysis

Charging service network infrastructure, as a significant support for electric vehicle charging,
can effectively improve the economic, user and social benefits of electric vehicle charging services.
Infrastructure planning of the traditional charging service network reflects the distribution network
attributes and transportation network structure of electric vehicles but has not contemplated
specific distribution network and transportation network characteristics. A general framework
of independent-to-interdependent network transformation is depicted in Figure 8.
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An approach is introduced in [147] to evaluate the relationship between electric vehicle participants,
transportation networks, and power networks. Additionally, an electrified transportation network,
where the steady state distribution of the traffic flow is represented by a Wardrop user equilibrium to
determine the travel behavior and operating status of the power grid, has been characterized by a
linearized branch power flow model [148]. An extended transportation model has been developed to
design the charging options of the virtual arc and EV user decisions [149]. A mixed-integer convex
programming approach has been simulated [150] for road segments, power generation, charging
facilities, and distribution line planning in a coupled infrastructure consisting of an optimal power
flow and traffic flow balance.
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In addition, interdependent power and transportation network analyses are extended in [151].
The authors suggest a Dijkstra algorithm to transfer data between electric vehicles and computing for
charging stations to reduce electricity prices, energy demand, and electric vehicle routing constraints.
Two-stage stochastic planning for the security-constrained unit commitment traffic assignment problem
(SCUC-TAP), utilizing a heuristic algorithm and Benders’ decompositions, is studied in [152] for
flexible EV charging and discharging, power system delivery and cost reduction considering V2G.
The coordination and planning strategy for an EV charging station in an electrified transportation
network is addressed in [153]. An unconstrained traffic assignment model (UTAM) is established
to seize the steady-state distribution of traffic flows in the transportation network, and a linearized
DistFlow approach is applied to evaluate the distribution network conditions. Besides, the EV
travel plan simplifies the complex traffic network using a UE mode [149,154,155]. In the coordinated
planning and operation, the optimal expansion method of the transportation and distribution network
constrained by the traffic UE is minimized. Most literature has analyzed two networks’ performance.
However, three interdependent networks’ full-scale evaluation requires further attention in the future.
The Interdependent network expansion model comparisons are illustrated in Table 1, where X
represents those considering, and 7 those not considering, data.

Table 1. Interdependent network expansion models comparisons.

Network Modelling
Approach

Charging
Coordination

Traffic
Conditions

Model

Distribution
Network

Model

Three- Networks
Performance

Index
References

MILP X CFRLM Power flow 7 [128]
mixed-integer SOCP X CFRLM Branch flow 7 [135]

Multi-objective
non-linear

X UE Power flow 7 [137]

Two-stage stochastic
program

X UE SCUC 7 [152]

MILP X UTAM Linearized
Distflow

7 [153]

The EV driving patterns are known, which indicate the arrival rate and time, and charging
requests have been determined either in a stochastic or deterministic manner, which can be learned
from data-driven methods [156,157] and probabilistic models through a Markov decision process [33].
At present, smart driving strategy relocating operations adopting autonomous integer linear programs
for autonomous vehicles and charging systems [158] are also recommended to minimize investment
costs and operating costs and meet social welfare. Moreover, a distribution locational marginal pricing
(DLMP) approach to mitigate EV load congestion for power systems is suggested in [159], where the
distribution system operator (DSO) is utilized to determine the charging costs. A system dynamics
model, considering electrical vehicle charging station (EVCS) allocations and distributed renewables
integration, is examined using the k-means clustering method to determine user satisfaction levels [160].
The impact of electric vehicle integration and charging adaptability in terms of load flattening and load
balancing against distribution generation and energy cost is investigated in [161,162]. The charging
service network planning process considers a series of benefit indicators regarding distribution network
reliability, power generation capacity, power quality, and economy. In the meantime, to consider
route structure and traffic flow distribution based on the traffic network, traffic flow, convenience
of user charging, economics of charging station construction, and investment profit is imperative.
Besides, location and capacity optimization approaches to charging stations in the distribution network
planning process can efficiently reduce the investment and operating costs of the distribution network.
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4.2. Three-Ways Networks Modeling and Coupling Association

The charging service network is a diversified network comprising geographically dispersed
charging infrastructures. There is a complicated relationship between charging stations and other types
of charging infrastructure. The marginal location pricing (LMP) method is further practised to define
the sites for a given number of charging facilities. A similar strategy was introduced in [163] to reduce
electricity prices and traffic flow to enhance the overall operation of the coupled network. However,
EVs are not effectively deployed in the above literature. A decentralized optimization model is extended
based on wireless power transmission to extricate power distribution and transportation network
coordination constraints, where the user equilibrium is utilized to minimize the traffic assignment
problem (TAP) [65]. A coupled transportation and charging scheduling model are incorporated in [164],
where the normalized Nash equilibrium problem is formulated to obtain the optimal solution.

Furthermore, spatial–temporal-distribution-based strategies have been suggested where the
authors determine the uncertainties of the travelling behaviour and charging plan, and the impact of
coupled power and transportation systems are analysed [165–169]. These approaches minimize the
constraints of the transportation system, driving demand, and uncertain charging behaviour for user
satisfaction. A multi-objective collaborative planning model has been proposed to manage EV charging
schedules and the coupling constraints of power distribution and transportation networks to minimize
the power losses and reduce costs [170,171]. This planning solution cannot provide an optimal solution
for the different objectives but provides a reasonable trade-off solution. An EV charging management
scheme with the integration of distributed generation is also proposed in [172,173], to minimize power
losses and system costs. However, the proposed methods need further analysis to meet real-world
demand. The current dynamic space–time probability model for the electric vehicle charging market has
developed considering driving behaviour with a high penetration of electric vehicles [174]. However,
the study lacks a smart charging infrastructure and V2G technology.

4.3. Three Networks Integration Technical Challenges Regarding Performance Evaluation

In the process of coordinated expansion of the three networks, ascertaining an extensive
performance evaluation index system for the three coupled networks and mutual exclusion relationships
between various factors in the planning and operation process are imperative. The matching degree
between the three networks obtains the top-level layout mode of the interdependent network planning
operation. The adaptability of the coupled systems for advanced events, where the dynamic UE model
is used to capture the traffic flow scenario and achieve robust traffic flow management is presented
in [175–177]. A two-layer approach coupled to power and traffic networks, peak load demand,
and smooth load ramp is analysed in [178]. In [179], a similar method is proposed to determine the
driving behaviour and charging flexibility of electric vehicles. The routing constraints on coupled
systems are distinguished by the second-order cone program (SOCP) model under locational marginal
prices and shortest-path algorithms to reduce the travelling costs, charging times, and power supply
costs [180]. Transportation studies pay more attention to traffic flow; nevertheless, the operation
of the charging services network and its impact on the power and transportation systems require
further consideration. In the advanced power systems era, various tasks, such as planning and
operation of the power system, involve different stakeholders. Therefore, EV charging flexibility also
consolidates benefits to multiple participants. For instance, DSO is engaged in controlling EV charging
and minimizing constraints. On the other hand, the electricity price of the fast-charging network also
affects the travel plan of the EV. Hence, the uncertainty characteristics of the distributed behaviour
make the generation and flow of power more complex.

5. Discussion and Future Research Prospects

An interdependent charging service, power distribution, and transportation network is a modern
trend in the smart power and transportation sectors. The integration of electric vehicles into the grid
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(V2G), implementing them with smart grid technology, can provide great benefits for all stakeholders.
The present study focused on the EV charging service, power, and transportation networks at the
distribution level, and assigned network planning challenges and opportunities. Transportation
costs are route-specific features that can be managed through the EV fleet transportation plan.
More robust network strategies are required to mitigate traffic congestion constraints. As discussed
earlier, the development of electric vehicles is affected by various factors. Therefore, the influence of
adverse weather on traffic conditions and traveler behavior is also required to be incorporated [181].
The effective prediction of electric vehicles’ scale evaluation should consider the multiple influencing
factors on electric vehicles in various development periods. In the future, charging load forecasting
and scale derivation and the individual factors of the user should be studied to evaluate the impact of
purchasing decision behavior and driving behavior on the charging load. Data mining and peer-to-peer
exchange strategies can be utilized to investigate price mechanisms, multi-factor coupling features,
and impact mechanisms to enhance the performance of interdependent networks [182–185]. Private
EVs and fast charging stations can also participate in demand–response plans with robust economic
enticements. On the other hand, the advancement of battery technologies requires further development
to enhance the state of charge level and battery lifespan. Charging fares also need further study where
the charging stations have low-load supplies, and the EV batteries are not fully depleted, respectively.
In the past, the traditional charging mode required 7 to 9 hours to fully charge the EV [186], but the
latest research states that the EV battery can be fully charged in 5 to 10 minutes, which is equivalent to
6 to 12 EV per hour [187,188]. Further, specific constraint analysis of EVs’ battery management can
be found in [189]. In the future, EV charging mechanisms, both at the pick-up locations and in-route
charging, require further investigation. Notably, during peak demand, there is still some concern to
capture the traffic flow scenario and to determine the relative location and optimal number of stations.

6. Conclusions

Increasing interest in economics and climate change have driven alleviation of the adverse effects
of interdependent networks in the broader deployment of electrified transportation in recent years.
The transformation from independent networks to interdependent networks may help to expand
electric vehicle infrastructure, minimize costs, and continue the trend in modern power system and
transportation system developments. Therefore, based on a comprehensive survey and analysis,
the current study provides a comparative analysis of the developments required for EV charging
service network implementation with coupled power distribution network and transportation network
constraints. Additionally, it classifies the limitations of existing research on charging scheduling,
load forecasting, cost minimization, travel behaviour and traffic congestion, and various strategies
are distinguished. In particular, traditional electric vehicle strategies face severe problems in solving
interdependent network constraints, such as large-scale EV charging scheduling, cost minimization,
and traffic congestion constraints. Therefore, in the future, to investigate the distinct interactive,
heterogeneous mode rather than individual EV routing, autonomous vehicles and deployment
of smart strategies under the framework of three interdependent networks should be adequately
interpreted. In the future, with the collaborative efforts of the power system and transportation
stakeholders, the integration of the interdependent network infrastructures may add significant
benefits to multiple stakeholders in minimizing environmental constraints and ensuring the economic
benefits of electrified transportation.
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